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A sense of scale 

(WorldWide Telescope tour)



Plate 8 figure 4 from the paper "On the construction of the heavens", by William 
Herschel, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, vol.75 (1785), pp.213-266. 

 "our nebula...is of the third form; that is: A very extensive, branching, compound 
Congeries of many millions of stars."

1785

(assumes star evenly distributed in space)

Radcliffe Yard



19xx1901-22

The Kapteyn Universe (Kapteyn Astronomical Institute)

(uses photographs to perform star counts, derives distances statistically,  
neglects dust extinction. Vertical structure of the Galaxy correct)

Radcliffe Yard



Henrietta Swan Leavitt 1868-1921 
Radcliffe graduate






Leavitt 1908



Cepheid stars are variable.



Cepheid stars are variable.



Cepheid stars are variable.



Cepheids pulsation period is related to their intrinsic brightness #LeavittLaw.

Leavitt & Pickering 1912



Cepheids pulsation period is related to their intrinsic brightness #LeavittLaw.
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Leavitt & Pickering 1912



Comparing intrinsic brightness to apparent brightness gives distance, just like 
looking at a faraway light bulb.



Hertzsprung 1913

Once a cepheid’s distance is be known by TWO methods (e.g. parallax and 
intrinsic-apparent brightness comparison), a “ladder” is established, where 
Cepheids can give distance just from #LeavittLaw (period→distance).



Cepheids pulsation period is related to their intrinsic brightness #LeavittLaw.

Pulsation Period Log Pulsation Period
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Measuring periods accurately is much easier than measuring brightness accurately.



For those who like words… 

Measuring periods accurately is much easier than measuring brightness accurately.

Cepheid stars are variable.

Cepheids pulsation period is related to their intrinsic brightness #LeavittLaw.

Comparing intrinsic brightness to apparent brightness gives distance, just like 
looking at a faraway light bulb.

Once a cepheid’s distance is be known by TWO methods (e.g. parallax and 
intrinsic-apparent brightness comparison), a “ladder” is established, where 
Cepheids can give distance just from #LeavittLaw (period→distance).

Distances for the MOST distant Cepheids (in other galaxies) are tied to another 
method (e.g. redshifts + #HubbleLaw), to add more rungs to the ladder.



What happened?

Shapley 1918 
Figure from de Sitter’s book ‘Kosmos’, published in 1934 and credited to Jan H. Oort 
(see P. van der Kruit book on Kapteyn).



The Shapley-Curtis Debate at the 
Smithsonian Natural History Museum, 1920



What happened?



What happened?

Hubble 1925 



What happened?



Sun (geometry)

Milky Way Cepheids nearby  
(statistical parallax, Hertzsprung 1913)

Cepheids in nearby galaxies  
(Leavitt 1908, 1912)

faraway galaxies using redshift  
(Hubble 1929)   

Cepheids in mid-distance galaxies  
(Hubble 1925, using Leavitt)

The “Simple” Cosmic Distance  Ladder
Distances for the MOST distant Cepheids (in other galaxies) are tied to another 
method (e.g. redshifts + #HubbleLaw), to add more rungs to the ladder.



faraway galaxies using redshift  
(Hubble)   



Cepheids in mid-distance galaxies  
(Hubble, using Leavitt)



Milky Way Cepheids nearby  
(parallax, Hertzsprung)



Cepheids in nearby galaxies  
(Leavitt)



Cepheids in nearby galaxies  
(Leavitt)



Sun (geometry)



Sun (geometry)

Milky Way Cepheids nearby  
(statistical parallax, Hertzsprung 1913)

Cepheids in nearby galaxies  
(Leavitt 1908, 1912)

faraway galaxies using redshift  
(Hubble 1929)   

Cepheids in mid-distance galaxies  
(Hubble 1925, using Leavitt)

The “Simple” Cosmic Distance  Ladder



A sense of scale 

(WorldWide Telescope tour)





extra slides (not shown)





A fully modern “distance ladder” 

(courtesy ESO Supernova center)

Leavitt’s Cepheids in the SMC



A fully modern “distance ladder” 

(courtesy ESO Supernova center)

Use of Cepheids as distance indicators today



1936: “The Realm of the Nebulae” by Edwin Hubble

“Hubble’s Tuning Fork Diagram”



The Shapley-Curtis Debate at the 
Smithsonian Natural History Museum, 1920



Boyden station - Arequipa, Peru



Extra background links

Phil Plait on distances: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWMh61yutjU
Performance  of the Story of Henrietta Leavitt (2018): https://
thayermemoriallibrary.org/event/luminosity-the-story-of-henrietta-leavitt-
astronomer-computer-trailblazer/ 

Silent Sky (performance 2018): http://www.wbur.org/artery/2017/03/13/silent-sky-
harvard-astronomy-women-computers 

The Glass Universe (book, 2017) by Dava Sobel: https://
www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/315726/the-glass-universe 
-by-dava-sobel/9780143111344/ 

DASCH project: http://dasch.rc.fas.harvard.edu 

The Women Who Mapped The Stars (play by Joyce Van Dyke, 2018): https://
starmappers.wordpress.com, http://www.wbur.org/artery/2018/04/26/nora-theatre-
women-mapped-stars 
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The LMC in WWT

http://www.worldwidetelescope.org/webclient/default.aspx?wtml=http://www.worldwidetelescope.org/wwtweb/ShowImage.aspx?reverseparity=False&scale=6.66212353435&name=Spirals+at+the+Large+Magellan+Cloud&imageurl=https://farm3.staticflickr.com/2865/10965161384_6a99c43c71_o.jpg&credits=Luis+Argerich+(Attribution-NonCommercial+License)&creditsUrl=http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/&ra=80.3260335619&y=1506&x=2055&rotation=30.6885483534&dec=-69.1368078126&thumb=http://farm3.staticflickr.com/2865/10965161384_e1c29d89a7_q.jpg&wtml=true


SOME HELPFUL BORROWED SLIDES 
FROM https://www.harding.edu/lmurray/ 

LAMBERT E. MURRAY

https://www.harding.edu/lmurray/



















